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INTRODUCTION 
The problem of targeting a rocket powered vehicle is not a new one. 
The first rockets were unguided vehicles and their targeting consisted of 
pointing them in the right direction at launch, just as is done with 
firearms. This kind of targeting will, at best, result in purely-
ballistic trajectories. These unguided trajectories are made uncertain 
by atmospheric variations, winds, off-nominal aerodynamic coefficients, 
incorrect i'uel loadings, and other off-nominal vehicle characteristics. 
To obtain greater accuracy and to perform maneuvers a guidance system is 
required. In the case of ballistic missiles and space boosters the 
guidance systems include onboard computers to handle the targeting com­
putations. 
As the size and capabilities of the onboard computers have increased, 
the targeting schemes have become more and more complex. The conventional 
method of targeting often consists of computing a nominal trajectory on 
the ground, and then devising a means whereby the onboard computer can 
take care of off-nominal flight conditions. Such conventional targeting 
schemes require extensive ground computation, and as a result retargeting 
becomes not only laborious but time consuming. 
In order to reduce the time required to retarget, a self-contained 
or explicit targeting scheme may be used. The explicit targeting scheme 
will design the trajectory while the vehicle is in flight and does not 
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require a precoinputed nominal trajectory. Thus, retargeting can be 
accomplished almost instantaneously. The explicit targeting schemes 
have the disadvantage of requiring a much larger onboard computer than 
do the conventional targeting schemes. 
This paper describes an explicit targeting scheme applicable to 
boosting payloads into near-Earth elliptical orbits. The targeting 
scheme requires only the launch position and target orbit be specified 
prior to launch. The lauiicn position is given by latitude, longitudo, 
and altitude and the target orbit is specified by its semimajor axis, 
eccentricity, and inclination. 
A digital computer program has been developed to simulate the flight 
of a booster guided by the explicit targeting scheme. Many example 
trajectories have been run with good results. 
Even if the oqplicit targeting schemes are not used in actual 
vehicles, simulations such as the one described above could be used to 
design the precomputed nominal trajectories required by conventional 
guidance schemes. This would result in a substantial time savings in 
retargeting the conventional scheme, since the simulation will design 
the trajectory in six degrees of freedom and meet the target requirements 
in only one pass through the computer. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
C CoeïTicieiit 
E Eccentric anomaly 
F Aerodynamic force 
G Universal gravitational constant 
K Moment of momentum or angular moiiietituiu 
I I>'Ionient of Inertia 
J Gravitational harmonic constant 
K Autopilot gain 
M Earth's mass, applied moment 
P Legendre polynomial, pressure 
R Distance from 5-axis to roll nozzles 
S Reference area 
T Thrust; time since perigee passage 
a Ser.'iimajor axis 
e Eccentricity 
f Gravitational function 
i ^ Inclination 
m Mass 
c Dynamic pressure 
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r Radius 
x,y,z Geocentric inertial coordinates 
X Body station 
(g Gravitational potential 
'Longitude of the ascending node 
o( Angle of attack 
^3 Angle of sideslip 
<r Elevation flight path angle 
cT Nozzle deflection angle 
o Body coordinate, damping ratio 
7^ Body coordinate 
Û Pitch angle 
"J True anomaly 
J Body coordinate 
cT Horizontal flight path angle 
^ Roll angle 
^ Yaw angle 
cj Angular rate, natural frequency, argument of perigee 
Superscripts 
r Dot denotes first derivative with respect to time 
r Double dot denotes second derivative with respect to time 
r Bar denotes a vector 
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Subscripts 
A Axial 
B Base 
CG Center of mass 
CP Center of pressure 
INJ Injection 
N Normal, noEsle 
REQ Required. 
Hw Relative vdnd 
T Total 
c Command 
g Gravity 
r Radial 
x,y,z Body coordinates 
QC Angle of attack 
^ Angle of sideslip 
y Yav axis 
y Fitch axis 
$ Pitch angle 
y Roll axis 
^ Roll angle 
w Yaw angle 
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TliE EXPLICIT TARGETING PROBLEM 
Some authors, such as Price (15); have used the term explicit 
guidance to apply only to their Owù. sôhemss. Others, such as Cherry 
(5), have used explicit guidance to denote targeting without a precoma 
puted noninal path. Still others, Teren (l6) and Toy (20) for instance, 
have used it to specifically apply to self-contained or onboard targeting 
or guidance. As used here, the terms explicit targeting and explicit 
guidance will be used interchangeably and will mean trajectory design 
without a preconputed nominal and capable of being done onboard the 
vehicle as it flies. 
The biggest advantage in using an ezcplicit targeting scheme over a 
conventional guidance scheme is in retargeting. Since the explicit 
targeting scheme is done onboard without a nominal trajectory, it needs 
only the launch position and the target parameters. As used here, the 
term target parameters will mean any set of desired terminal conditions. 
That is, it may be an actual target, _stich as the location of a point on 
the Earth or Moon, or it may be a set of orbital parameters. Thus, to 
retarget a vehicle using an explicit targeting scheme all that needs to 
be done is to read a new set of target parameters into the onboard com­
puter. To retarget conventional guidance schemes, the entire preflight 
targeting procedure must be redone. These preflight targeting procedures 
usually consist of computing many trajectories, curve-fitting procedures. 
and targeting coefficient generation and are quite lengthy calculations 
even on high speed digital computers. After the preflight targeting is 
complete, the flight profile (nominal trajectory) and targeting coeffi­
cients must be read into the onboard computer before launch. With 
explicit targeting no ground computation is required and only the new 
target para:neters need to be read into the onboard computer. The re­
targeting of an explicit targeting scheme is almost instantaneous when 
compared to the preflight targeting required by convgntional guidance 
schemes. Some of the more popular conventional guidance schemes are 
presented by Pitman (12), Leondes (8), and Toy (19). 
The numerical-e>5)licit targeting is used in the title of this 
paper to indicate that the targeting is done by a digital onboard 
computer and not by a guidance computer of the electronic analog type. 
As indicated by Teren (l6), the explicit or self-contained guidance 
schemes are often called closed-loop guidance schemes while conventional 
schemes using a precomputed nominal are called open-loop. 
The disadvantage of the eicplicit schemes when compared to conven­
tional schemes is the amount of onboard calculations required for explici 
guidance. However, as stated by Phillips (ll), recent advances in on­
board computers are making ejrolicit schemes more attractive. 
The numerical-explicit boost-to-orbit targeting scheme presented 
here has many possible uses. One possibility would be to target a 
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rescue vehicle designed for the purpose of rescuing the astronauts in 
the Manned Orbital Laboratory (MOL). If contingencies develop in the 
MOL, it ir.ay be necessary to perfore a rescue in a short period of time. 
An explicit targeting scheme, with its instantaneous retargeting capa­
bility, would be a valuable possibility. To perform the rescue in a 
short period of time a rescue vehicle would have to be in a constant 
state of rsadinass on the launch pad. The stations tracking the MOL 
could continuously generate the target rescue orbit parameters, the last 
set of which would be read into the onboard computer of the rescue 
vehicle just prior to its launch. After launch the onboard computer 
system would take over. 
Explicit targeting may be usef'ol in guiding vehicles which will 
inspect satellites. Alien satellites may be launched about which more 
information is desired. After the alien satellite's orbit has been 
determined and an intercepting orbit calculated, the orbital parameters 
of the intercepting orbit would be read into the inspection vehicle and 
it co'iild be launched. Again, the onboard system would take over after 
launch. The time saved by using the explicit scheme could be important. 
Obviously the explicit targeting system could also be used for intercept 
vehicle control. 
Another possible use of explicit targeting would be in the launching 
into orbit of multiple warhead carrying satellites. If a radar detection 
was made of a possible incoming attack, but with some uncertainty of it 
being a true attack, a multiple warhead carrying satellite could be 
launched into an orbit which would cover a nvmiber of potential targets. 
At some later time, if the radar was right and it was an attack, the 
command to disperse the warheads could be radioed to the satellite for 
retaliation. If the radar was wrong and it was not an attack, the 
multiple warhead carrying satellite could continue to orbit without 
deploying the warheads and no harm would be done. This has the advan­
tage of not being totally committed as soon as would be the case with 
ballistic missiles. Ballistic missiles are totally committed upon 
launch (barring enroute destruction) and will inflict damage to the 
target upon arrival. For this mission the schemes developed by Toy 
(20) or Toy and Martinsen (21) could be added at booster separation to 
the targeting scheme presented in this paper in order to simulate the 
entire mission. 
Explicit targeting or guidance schemes have been developed for a 
variety of missions. Cherry (3) has developed a method useful in guidin 
rocket propelled spacecraft. Teren (16) has carried Cherry's method one 
step further and targets a direct-ascent Atlas-Centaur mission to the 
Moon. This method uses steering laws based on the approximate.closed-
form solution of the equations of motion for the sustainer and Centaur 
stages. This plan requires constant thrust and specific impulse. Teren 
uses the calculus of variations to determine the required boundary 
conditions at staging and to develop an approximate optimum yav; steering 
lav. The booster is flora with an"open-loop steering system. In his 
method a pseudotarget concept is used to account for the Earth's 
oûlatencss and other perturbing forces. Results of targeting accuracy 
and payload capabilities compared with optimized open-loop trajectories 
for the 2'ioon mission are also presented by Teren. 
For ballistic missile missions, a method based on Keplerian 
mechanics has been developed by Phillips (ll). This method requires that 
the target coordinates and ang-alar momentum of the trajectory be speci­
fied. Phillips does account for a rotating, spherical Earth, but does 
not include the atmosphere or oblateness effects. The effects of the 
atmosphere and the oblateness of the Earth must be handled by a pseudo-
target vector, which is target dependent, determined by preflight compu­
tations. 
The disadvantages in Phillips' method have been overcome by Toy 
(20) and Mar-cinsen (lO). Both of these methods include an accurate 
Earth model with surrounding atmosphere. Toy targets multiple warheads 
independently from a multiple warhead carrying vehicle. His method uses 
an iterative Keplerian-integrated trajectory technique to determine the 
required velocity and begins at booster-carrier separation with the 
booster burnout conditions as the starting point. Martinsen targets a 
single v;arheacL ballisuic missile or a multiple warhead carrier into a 
ballistic trajectory. This scheme is based, as are the schemes of 
Teren and Phillips, on the velocity required for impact on the target. 
Price (15) has developed a method for closing the loop in explicit 
schemes, such as Teren's, where optimal procedures are used. Price's 
method reduce? uhe onboard qomputations of these schemes. 
All of the above methods are designed for use on unmanned missions, 
or at least without a man in the guidance loop. Explicit targeting 
schemes that include a man in the guidance loop have also been developed. 
The method of Toda and Schlee (I8) is applicable to orbit correction of 
manned missions. They describe how the conventional orbital parameters 
may be obtained by optical measurements of unknown landmarks. These 
measurements must be taken by the men aboard the spacecraft and processed 
by them. Similar schemes have been devised by Levine (9) and Bellantoni 
(2). After orbit corrections have been determined the spacecraft can be 
guided by the pilot. Hamer, Johnson, and Blackshear (6) describe an 
onboard manual procedure for midcourse guidance of an Earth-Moon mission. 
This method requires only a fix of a single position. Klumpp (7) has 
developed a method for manual retargeting of the descent and landing 
system of the Apollo Lunar Excursion Module (LEM). His procedure uses 
manual commands in conjunction with automatic descent guidance. 
The method developed in this paper is a general boost-to-orbit 
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explicit targeting scheme. The vehicle needs only to know the launch 
coordinates and the semimajor axis, eccentricity, and inclination of th 
desired orbit. The scheme is based on the calculation of a velocity-to 
go which is obtained from the required velocity. The scheme is not 
vehicle dependent, but the target orbit must, of course, be within the 
capability of the boost vehicle. An accurate Earth model, including 
atmosphere and oblateness, is used. The boost trajectories arc not 
designed to be optimal but do account for vehicle constraints. The 
scheme does not require preflight computations or a nominal trajectory 
and can be retargeted by simply reading in a new set of parameters 
(semimajor axis, eccentricity, and inclination) of the desired orbit 
into the onboard computer. 
A copy of the computer program is available for inspection at the 
Department of Aerospace Engineering, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa. 
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A^ÎALYTICAL FORTJLATION 
Coordinate Systems 
Two basic coordinate systems are used, the geocentric inertial 
coordinate system and the body axis coordinate system. In addition, 
the system of orbital parameters, also called the orbital constants, 
conventional coordinates, or simply the conventional set is used. 
The geocentric inertial coordinate system is represented by 
(x,y,3) tis shown in Figure 1. The x-axis points toward the First Point 
of Aries or the Vernal Equinox. The z-axis is aligned with the axis of 
rotation of the Earth and points northward. The y-axis completes the 
right-hand-set and the xy-plane is thus the equatorial plane. The 
geocentric position of a body, r, and geocentric inertial velocity, r, 
can now be expressed as 
r = (x,y,z) 
r = (x,y,z) 
where the dot denotes the time derivative. 
The body coordinates are represented by (5,T],Ç) as shown in Figure 
2. The |-axis is the roll axis and is directed forward. The Ti-axis is 
the pitch axis and is directed out the left wing such that a positive 
pitch rate gives nose dovm. The ^-axis completes the right-hand-set and 
is such that a positive yaw rate gives nose left. These axes are chosen 
so that they are coincident with the principal axes of inertia. 
I k  
Figure 1. Geocentric inertial coordinates 
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Figure 2. Body a;<es 
l6 
In Kcpleriati or two-body orbits the conventional set, 
T), where 
a is the semiraajor axis 
e is the eccentricity 
i is the inclination angle of the orbital plane to the 
equatorial plane 
o) is the arginuent of perigee 
_n. is the longitude of the ascending node 
T is the tirae measured fron perigee passage, 
is the most convenient set to use. The conversion from geocentric 
inertial coordinates to the conventional set can be found in Appendix I. 
The conversion from the conventional set to geocentric inertial coordi­
nates can be found in Appendix II. 
Translational Equations of Motion 
The translational equations of motion for a body in the vicinity of 
the Earth can be obtained by differentiating the function representing the 
gravitational potential of the Earth and then adding on the effects of 
thrust and aerodynamic forces. 
The gravitational potential of the Earth at a point a distance r 
from the Earth's center of mass may be written in the following form 
(see Hoy [14], including J values). 
IT 
I- £ 
-M» % ' 
(1) 
vnere 
G is the universal gravitational constant 
M is the mass of the Earth 
0 is the geocentric latitude of the point 
a, is the equatorial radius of the Earth 
is the Legendre polynomial of order n 
J are the harmonic constants. 
n 
The even harmonics (i.e. J , J,, etc.) in the potential function 
account for the Earth's ohlate spheroidal shape and the odd harmonics 
give it a "pear" shape with the bulge in the Southern Hemisphere. For 
the purposes of this study the series is truncated with only the terms 
through n=6 being retained. Thus the gravitational potential used here 
may be vrritten 
$  =  f i -
+ •k(3'3oS^ _^ 35K 
n V T r'J a I r- ' r' 
(2) 
.  f-O.i )  ' / ^  I / " , f  
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v:here sin.^ has been replaced by z/r. The gravitational potential ob­
tained by neglecting the n > 6 terms is a closer approximation to the 
true potential than the one r.ore frequently used in boost trajectory 
studies, see Furlong (5). The acceleration of the body due gravitational 
attraction is given by 
= "7 § (3) 
or 
(W 
Where 
:p) 
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•k - (f') f ~ ) 
 ^ l-^ ° ^  '''° f-' J 
J Y/s- 2/0 
' é f ?-'- > J .  
The aèrodynamic forces, which arise from body motion in an atmo­
sphere, may be resolved into two components, the axial force and the 
normal força The axial forcc is along the longitudinal boc^ axis 
5 and the normal force will have components along the pitch ajcis T] and 
yaw azcis y. In general, the magnitude of aerodynamic forces may be 
calculated as follows: 
F - C ^ S  (i)  
where 
C is the aerodynamic coefficient 
q is the dynamic pressure 
S is the reference area. 
For the axial force the equation becomes 
where 
I is a unit vector in the % body axis direction. 
The negative sign indicates that the axial force is in the negative | 
direction. 
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The normal force is perpendicular to the tody longitudinal axis and 
is in the pl&ne formed by the longitudinal axis and the relative wind 
The relative wind, or velocity relative to the rotating atmosphere, 
is given by 
YRVV ~ K"— *^<2 X ^ (8) 
where 
is the angular rate of the Earth. 
The magnitude of the normal force is given by 
( 9 )  
Following Furlong (5) the noi-mal force coefficient can be expressed as 
a function of the total angle of attack c^vthus 
(Cv = Cr/^  <=>\r C/^ B *6- (10) 
wnere 
The total angle of attack is the angle between the longitudinal body 
axis and the relative wind and is obtained from 
C:\T - Cos' ' — , (11) 
VRW 
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The cross product of the longitudinal body axis unit vector with the 
relative wind yields a vector perpendicular to the normal force 
f&y =r  ^ (12) 
\/R\V 
The normalized cross product of the longitudinal axis unit vector and 
a„ yields a unit vector in the direction of the normal force, and thus 
N 
the normal force is given by 
(13) 
This force can nov be broken into components in the T] and ^  directions. 
Through the use of the direction cosines of the body axes with respect 
to the geocentric inertia! coordinates ( g  ^ ,1] ,t ,t ,t ) 
X y 2 "x y z X ^ y 2^ 
these aerodynamic forces may be divided by the vehicle mass and added 
to the gravitational accelerations. 
The last aerodynamic force that should be mentioned is the base 
pressure force. This force is obtained by simply multiplying the base 
pressure P times the base reference area S . This base pressure force 
B B 
acts in the same direction as the axial force. 
The thrust can be changed in direction by the movement of the 
vehicle and the gimballing of the nozzles as described later. For the 
present it will suffice to assume that the thrust can be determined with 
respect to the body axes, giving components (T^ , T^ , T^ ) along the three 
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body axes. Again the direction cosines of the body axes with respect to 
the geocentric inertial axes will allow the thrust forces to be described" 
in the geocentric inertial coordinates. 
Thus the magnitudes of the aerodynamic and thrust forces along the 
body axes are given by 
F g  =  7 s P b S s  
/v • "''J 
/5 r # -A  ^
. The translational equations of motion can now be written as 
X = 
 ^= - ^ -f. - ^ X 
where 
m is the mass of the vehicle. 
Rotational Equations of Motion 
The rotational equations of motion can be derived from Nevrbon' s 
Second Law applied to rotational motion which can be written as 
^ (15) 
at 
where 
M is the total external applied moment 
H is the angular momentum. 
The total external applied moment can be written in terms of components 
along the body axes as 
v- , (17) 
With the origin of the body axes at the center of mass of the body and 
with the body axes eoinoident with the principal axes of inertia the 
angular momeiitum can bo written as 
/7= 3 ' (16) 
where 
(19) 
/7Y ~ ^  /-'/ 
Û^  ijJ are the roll, pitch, and yaw rates 
Jr>^  iyy ^ 5 8re the roll, pitch, and yaw moments of inertia. 
Differentiating the angular momentum with respect to time yields 
dM r -A hy, V 4- hs s tZ> •><. H (20) 
wnere 
&]= ^  -f.  ^ (21) 
Collecting terms, the derivative of angular momentum becomes 
^(Af -h élu - y//"y } f 
de ^ ' 
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VL .A --
' (22) 
-^  ( h^  -h f I'hi - à //g ) / 
Equating like components the rotational equations of motion become 
é h'j — >^( 
= h-t,.. f  ^^  (23) 
Ms - - è hi , 
Substituting for the angiU,ar rates in terms of moment of inertia and 
angular momentum from Equation I9 and solving for the derivatives of 
angular momentum yields 
4 = - 44/:^ - -%) 
f]y^  = /V-y - -^ r — J (24) 
• - iç). 
Once these equations have been integrated the angular rates can be 
obtained from the equations involving angular momentum, angular rates, 
and moments of inertia. 
The external applied moment is the result of aerodynamic forces and 
thrust. Using the components described previously, the components of 
the external applied moment can be written 
/-^  = /% 
/Vy = ( )(n ) (25) 
Aj^  - ~17( (Xf/ ~ •** 
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where 
M is the roll control moment due to nozzle deflection 
R 
X ,X are the body station locations of the nozzles, 
N vv" vl 
center of mass, and center of pressure measured 
from the nose of the vehicle. 
After the vehicle's angular rate has been determined in body coordinates 
it can be expressed in geocentric inertial coordinates through the use 
ÔX the direction eosines of the body axes relative to the geocentric 
inertial axes. The components of the cross product of the body angular 
rate expressed in geocentric inertial coordinates, with the unit vectors 
along the body accès, gives the time derivatives of the direction cosines, 
which upon integration yield the body's orientation (direction cosines) 
with respect to the geocentric inertial coordinates. 
Automatic Gain Control Autopilot 
It is generally desirable to be able to predict the vehicle's 
dynamic response characteristics. In particular, the natural frequency 
and damping ratio should be kept within certain limits. If the natural 
frequency is too low the vehicle will react slowly to commands, if it is 
too high the vehicle may react too rapidly and cause undue loads on the 
structure. If the damping ratio is too low the vehicle will undergo 
oscillations about the commanded value, if it is too high the response 
will be sluggish and the steady-state error may be too large. . 
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Let the autopilot equations have the form 
cG = — K<p ^  — k<i> { ^ " 
cL = — Mô é — Kô ( ^ (26) 
cftj) =. — ijj •" [ ijj i-j^ c ) 
where 
d-p^  oto are the roll, pitch, and yaw control noazle de­
flection angles 
ip J Qj i^ .' az'G the roll, pitch, and yaw angles 
Y- 8.re the roll, pitch, and yaw conmands 
A'a, J y A'cy AV are the autopilot gains. 
A frequently used method for controlling the vehicle's response is to 
choose the autopilot gains and input them as constants. However, this 
method does not allow for changes in vehicle and flight characteristics 
which affect dynamic response characteristics. In order 00 account for 
these in-flight changes in vehicle and flight characteristics an auto­
matic gain control autopilot as suggested by Stein (15) may be used. 
The automatic gain control autopilot will allow the desired natural 
frequency and damping ratio to be input and will calculate the autopilot 
gains so that the vehicle's dynamic response characteristics will closel 
approximate the input characteristics. 
The rotational equations of motion can then be approximated by 
27 
YjS S/r/ R, j  ^
jr a = 7; j%vc& /j&r-A&aJ /;4% -Jfcp) 
"(h "^6)9 ? 
(p •= T"^  SitJ {/>/ - /cci) 'h s (Xra - A^ /s ) 
- (^ / - ^ s) 
(27) 
where 
R is the radius to the roll control nozzles from the |-axis 
a is the angle of attack 
j3 is the angle of sideslip 
\ *• # 
7s^  T'j> are the thrusts available for roll, pitch, and yaw 
control. 
For longitudinally symmetric vehicles, such as are assumed in this study, 
the slopes of the normal force coefficient and the side force 
a 
coefficient aire identical. If the nozzle deflections are constrained 
P 
to small angles, the sines of the nozzle deflection angles can he re­
placed by the angles themselves. In order to eliminate the angle of 
attack and angle of sideslip the following relationships are used 
c< =  ^- r 
4' := cr 
- f 
(28) 
where 
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y is the elevation flight path angle 
S is the horizontal flight path angle 
â is measured from the local vertical. 
The approxisuate rotational equations of motion can now be written as 
Ô v- 7/ A/' fs -f- -r "/p = terms not a function of * 
J5 
â Tc à i A A' — A'wi-j J " • -/  ^'t-j /"(g AC" —Xcm) 
terms not a function 
(25) 
r / ,  ,  x l  B  _  m s  t   u n c t i o n  
 ^ - of 8 
1'^ ! 1^  Kjj (^ f'  ^-t- hrt!) j-\i^  {>ffi "'Xcs, ) 
\ y y) terms not a function 
-/ Ci, ^//V - >icp J J - of V 
The equations yielding the desired response are 
-A ,2 ./ =2 
f- x: éP # =0 (;0) 
 ^Jiy, L4J y; -A LO'^  ij} Z- O 
where 
ti' J i'V the roll; pitch, and yaw damping ratios 
ui^  ^co^ jt are the roll, pitch, and yaw natural frequencies. 
3y comparing the equations yielding the desired response, Equations $0, 
with -che approximate equations of motion, Equations' 29, the following 
equations for the autopilot gains are obtained 
29 
K'p -
*5 A. :)!*> 
7LS ' 
/S 
/("çi -
/\S = 
Ko 
UJ4>' 
r^ R 
i'r 
1 ^  • > 
 ^3 c? 
75 -AW 
h 
0 , u  Q  s  ( ^  
_ '14/ nA li 
7^  (A// ~Xc<i- ) 
T, 
'( 
(31) 
/(P = 
9 : V({j LUi/' 
Tq> ( //-.' - Ycst ) 
CO' ? 
Cma qS /'Xcs, - X''cp) 
nj> Xc<ii ) 
By choosing the desired natural frequencies and damping ratios, using the 
above equations to calculate autopilot gains, and using the autopilot 
equations to calculate the nozzle deflection angles, the vehicle's 
response can be made to approximate the desired response. 
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Determination of Velocity-to-go 
The key to any numerical-explicit or onboard guidance or targeting 
scheme is the calculation of the required velocity. To be able to cal­
culate a required velocity for orbit injection some of the orbital 
parOTieters of the desired orbit must be specified, 'fne parameters 
chosen for the method described here are the semimajor axis, a, the 
eccentricity, e, and the inclination, i, see Figures 5 and The 
problem then becomes one of calculating the velocity required to attain 
the desired orbit, given the vehicle's position, r, and the orbital 
parameters a, e, and i, of the desired orbit. 
In the following analysis the vehicle's position r and the orbital 
parameters a,e, and i of the desired orbit are known and the required 
velocity r_^. is to be found. In order to calculate the required 
velocity the position of the vehicle in the desired orbit, as given by 
the true anomaly D must be determined. With the given information the 
cosine of the true anomaly can be found by 
_ / J (32) 
see Appendix I. In addition, the sine of the sum of the true anomaly 
and argument of perigee œ can be found by 
s/N ( cu ) r  — — r  
rsu/ L 
To completely specify the required velocity in geocentric inertial 
31 
line of nodes 
Fieure 3» Geometry 
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circle of radius a 
S is eccentric anomaly 
Figure 4. Elliptical orbit nomenclature — 
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coordinates, the orientation of the orbit with respect to the geocentric 
inertial coordinates must be determined. This orientation can be 
represented by the longitude of the ascending node /2. The longitude 
of the ascending node can be determined from 
/I = (53) 
where 
- y à — g y 
/-// s if A' — V 2 , 
Per the desired orbit the velocity in the radial direction r^ can now 
be found by 
The angular rate about the center of the Earth for this orbit position 
IS 
7/= ^  e cos 1/y 
13 
The components of the required velocity can now be written as 
^ X - rV 4 y J cosn 
-h caj? ecu-/--'i/J cost J 
= X k — ri/ f sw ecu-J •!/) S/rjJTL 
jT L 
7 
— CO^ CcuJ-h-i^) cas i Sû::SLj 
- y }•}. -h r iJ j^ Cûô {ÙJ-I 'iJ) Sh-J i 1 
(35) 
(5Ô) 
$4 
Comparing the vehicle's present velocity r to the required velocity 
gives the velocity-to-go V as 
it? - r . (37) 
When the velocity-to-go is zero, the vehicle has attained the desired 
orbit. . -
The above method does not specify an injection state vector, 
r____, r , to which the vehicle must be targeted. Instead, the required 
INJ INJ 
velocity is calculated to correspond with the vehicle's position, that 
is, the vehicle determines its own injection point. The injection point 
is determined and the engines shut off when the magnitude of the 
velocity-to-go falls below some specified value. Note that in this 
method the true anomaly, longitude of the node, argument of perigee 
and time of perigee passage are not specified a priori. In addition, 
this method is only good for elliptical orbits, that is for 
0 < e < 1. 
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SIMUIATION MB RESULTS 
Digital Simulation 
A digital simulation has been developed to simulate a space booster 
boosting a payload into orbit guided by the numerical-explicit targeting 
scheme. The simulation is written in Fortran IV for the IBM 560 System 
and has been run on the IBM 560-65 digital computer. 
The booster used as an example for illustrating the application of 
the program is a fictitious one. Due to national security, the specific 
data required for a simulation of this kind for any of the actual space 
boosters is classified information. Therefore a fictitious booster was 
simulated. In comparison with actual boosters, the simulated booster 
would be in the light class, weighing 100,000 pounds at first stage 
ignition. The simulated booster is a three stage, liquid fueled vehicle. 
In the simulation, the moments of inertia and location of the center of 
mass are functions of the total weight of the vehicle. The aerodynamic 
coefficients 0 , C , and C , as well as the base pressure are functions 
'a  ^
of the Mach number for each stage. The thrust is a function of time. 
The numerical integration is accomplished through the use of the 
integrator developed by Anderson (l). This is a Eunge-Kutta fourth 
order integrator with four modes: fixed step (mode l), fixed step with 
error estiiate (mode 2), variable step (mode $), and variable step with 
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intermediate return (mode 4). Each of the first three modes has been 
used in the simulation with mode 1 being used for the operational simu­
lation after choosing the step size with mode 2. This integrator is 
extremely easy to use since it is a subroutine. The equations to be 
integrated are written outside of the integrator (usually in the main 
program or another subroutine) and the integration is performed simply 
by calling for the integrator subroutine. In addition, the control of 
the integration is completely outside of the integrator. This allows 
interruption of the integration for printing, making decisions, or other 
purposes. 
The atmosphere simulated is the I962 AEDC atmosphere. The actual 
equations, given by reference (U) are used. 
The simulated Earth model is a pear-shaped, rotating Earth with 
atmosphere. The effects of bodies other than the Earth are not included. 
Of particular interest is the method used to keep track of the 
orientation of the body axes with respect to the geocentric inertial axes. 
The most commonly used method employs Euler angles as described by 
Furlong (5) and Thomson (l7)- Problems arise in the Euler angle approach 
due to division by trigonometric functions of the Euler angles. I-Jhen 
the Euler angles attain certain value,—these trigonometric functions go 
to zero and additional logic must be included to keep the equations from 
blowing up. In addition, it is not always easy to visualize the orien-
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tation of the body through the use of Euler angles. In this paper in 
which the direction cosines of the body axes with respect to the geo­
centric inertial axes are used, such problems are not encountered. It 
is not possible for the direction cosines to cause the equations to blow 
up and visualization of the body orientation is greatly simplified. 
Most six degree of freedom simulations integrate the body angular 
rates instead of the time rate of change of angular momentum as is done 
hers. In the body angular rate method thé equations a^ e eonipliGatsd by 
the derivatives of moments of inertia. Because of the complications 
which develop, these terms are often neglected (see Furlong [5]), and 
the equations are therefore less accurate. These complications do not 
arise when the derivative of angular momentum is integrated. 
Examples and Results 
Many different target orbits and several launch positions have been 
used to demonstrate the capability and versatility of the numerical-
explicit targeting scheme. Some sample results will be shovm hére in 
order to better describe the targeting scheme and the digital simulation. 
To conform to conventional range safety rules the vehicle rises 
vertically off the launch pad. This vertical rise continues until the 
vehicle's velocity with respect to the atmosphere is I50 feet per second, 
which takes about 5 seconds of flight time. Then the rise maneuver is 
followed by a tilt maneuver as is explained in the next section. 
Most vehicles in the ballistic missile or space booster class are 
structurally very weak with regard to longitudinal shear and bending 
moment. The structure is designed primarily to withstand the tremendous 
axial loads caused by the thrust and still be as light as possible. 
In fact, boosters cannot support their own weight when lying down. For 
this reason it is desirable to keep the normal force and aerodynamic 
moments as low as possible. This is accomplished by'having the vehicle 
fly a gravity turn trajeotory. To initiate the gravity turn a tilt 
maneuver follows the vertical rise. The tilt maneuver results in a non-
vertical velocity vector. The longitudinal axis of the vehicle is then 
aligned with the velocity vector so that the only acceleration not aligned 
with the velocity vector is the gravitational acceleration. This causes 
the vehicle to begin its turn. During the turning process which follows 
the intial tilt, the longitudinal axis is kept nearly parallel with the 
velocity vector. Thus the gravitational force continues to cause the 
vehicle to turn. Hence the name gravity turn. Meantime the angle of 
attack is nearly zero and only small normal forces and aerodynamic 
moments are generated, thus satisfying the structural constraints. 
The gravity turn terminates when the vehicle reaches perigee altitude 
and the vehicle then uses the velocity-to-go as the command. The longi­
tudinal axis is then aligned with the velocity-to-go vector until the 
magnitude of the velocity-to-go falls below some specified tolerance at 
which time the engines shut down. 
Of the many boost trajectories developed to illustrate the program, 
only three trajectories have been selected for comparison and display 
here. The target orbit parameters and achieved parameters can be seen 
in Table 1. For comparison purposes in this paper, all three trajec­
tories were launched from Cape Kennedy and all have tne same perigee 
radius inclination. 
Figure 5 shows the altitude-time profile for the throe exemples. 
The lower portions of the three curves are identical since all three used 
the satiie tilt maneuver followed by a gravity turn. The altitude his­
tories at the ends of the flights are different since each trajectory is 
targeted to a different orbit. Figure 6 shows the altitude-time profile 
of the last seconds of flight on an expanded scale. 
The flight path angle history is shown in Figure 7* Again, the 
early portions are identical. The deviations in flight path angle can 
be seen in Figure 8 which shows the latter portion of the fligl^  on an 
expanded scade. 
A number of characteristics of Trajectory 1 can be seen in Figure 9-
The vertical rise, tilt maneuver, gravity turn, and perigee altitude 
acquisition can be easily distinguished. The vehicle can be seen to 
react rapidly to the commands during the tilt maneuver and at perigee 
altitude acquisition. 
Table 1. Exainple trajectories 
Target orbit ^ Achieved orbit 
Trajectory Semimajor axis Eccentricity Inclination Semiiaajor axis Eccentricity Inclination 
(Millions of feet) (Degrees) (Millions of feet) (Degrees) 
1 30.T .3 55. 30.7059 .30011 5(4.9819 
2 23.9 .1 55. 23.8984 .09971 5k.98k9 
3 43. .5 55. 42.8981 .49891 54.9608 
Figure 5> Altitude history 
Time, sec 
Figure 6. Altitude vs. time 
Horizontal flight path angle, deg 
Time. sec 
Figure 8. Horizontal flight path angle TS- time 
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Figure 9» Pitch angle history 
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As can be seen from Figure 10, the maximum dynamic pressure for 
Trajectory 1 is attained at an altitude of about 55;000 feet. Since 
the magnitude of the dynamic pressure is so high, it is necessary to fly 
a gravity turn during '.•.his portion of the flight in order to maintain 
controllability and to meet the structural constraints discussed pre­
viously. The magnitude of the relative wind during this same portion of 
the flight can be seen in Figure 11. 
The velocity-to-go history following perigee acquisition can bo 
seen in Figure 12. 
Table 2 gives additional information about Trajectory 1 including 
data at the staging points. 
A more complete list of examples which have been simulated can be 
found in Table 
A copy of the computer program is available for inspection at the 
Department of Aerospace Engineering, loiva State University, Ames,' Iowa. 
Altitude, ft X 10 
Figure 10. Dynamic pressure vs. altitude 
Figure 11. Relative wind vs. altitude 
Figure 12. Velocity-to-go, trajectory 1 
Table 2. Flight data, trajectory 1 
Time 
Flight^v(sec ) 
Parameter 
0. 27. 57. 
(Second stage 
ignition) 
90. 131.6 
(Third stage 
ignition) 
155.6 
(Perigee 
altitude) 
216.38 
(injection) 
Altitude 
(ft.) 
0. 18,900. 95,700, 236,000. 450,000. 601,000. 879,000. 
Relative Wind 
(ft./sec.) 
0. 1,900. 6,oho. 8,150. 12,400. 14,600. 28,000. 
Thrust 
(lbs.) 
125,565. 278,288. 74,810. 74,999. 40,000. 40,000. 20,000. 
Weight 
(lbs.) 
100,000. 72,285. 36,000. 26,522. ,14,000. 10,461. 1,828. 
Pitch Angle 
(deg.) 
0. 39.3 50.0 56.1 61.3 63.0 97.6 
Angle of Attack 
(deg.) 
0. 
.351 .136 .121 .080 .018 -12.2 
Mach Ko. 0. 1.82 6.11 8.50 14.0 16.5 31.7 
Required Vel. 
(ft./sec. ) 
15,540. 9.34 
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Table 5* Sample trajectories 
Trajectory Launch point Semimajor axis 
(Millions of feet) 
Eccentricity Inclination 
(Degrees) 
1 ETR^  30.7 • 3 55. 
2 ETE 2).9 .1 55. 
5 ETR 4;. .4 55. 
I ,  
"r 30.7 •3 55-
5 ETR __ 23.9 .1 30. 
6 ETR 30.7 .3 30. 
T ETR 43. .5 30. 
8 ETR 71.6 .7 30. 
9 • WTR 30.7 .3 30. 
10 im 30.7 .3 90. 
11 Equator 30.7 .3 0. 
12 ETR 35. .3 45. 
15 ETR 43. .5 80. 
Ik VJTR 45. • 5 85. 
15 ETR 23.9 .1 So. 
16 ETR 30.7 .3 80. 
E^astern Test Range (Cape Kennedy) 
Western Test Range (Vandenberg Air Force Base) 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The numerical-explicit targeting scheme developed in this paper 
targets a vehicle to an orbit specified by the orbit's semimajor axis, 
eccentricity, and inclination. For some missions it may be desirable to 
I 
choose a different set of orbital parameters to describe the target 
orbit. If the choice is limited to a compatible set of three, this can 
probably be done. It may also be possible to include more than three of 
the orbital parameters in the target orbit specification, and perhaps 
all six parameters can be specified. Further study is needed to determine 
the limitations as to the choice of parameters which may be used. 
In order to meet vehicle constraints the targeting scheme developed 
here uses a gravity turn until the vehicle reaches perigee altitude. An 
explicit targeting scheme that would design this lower part of the tra­
jectory and still meet vehicle constraints would be of value, particularly 
if it would bring the elevation flight path angle to zero at the same 
time perigee altitude was attained. If investigation shows that this is 
possible, the result should produce a more efficient flight path with a 
larger payload capability. 
The boost trajectories flown by vehicles guided by the explicit 
targeting scheme described in this paper are not designed to be optimal. 
A combination of optimal control methods, such as lambda-matrix control, 
with explicit targeting schemes should result in a program which would 
be conservative in some parameter such as fuel or time. This would allow 
the targeting to be done onboard and in addition, as was suggested, the 
resulting trajectories would be optimal in some sense. Perhaps a larger 
payload could be carried. Optimal control programs would probably be 
rather lengthy due to the number of numerical calculations required and 
would thus have the disadvantage of requiring large amounts of computer 
storage. 
There are, of course, many missions for which explicit targeting 
schemes have not been developed. The feasibility of a generalized 
explicit targeting scheme that would target any vehicle from any set of 
initial conditions to any terminal state needs to be investigated. 
5)4' 
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APPENDIX I 
Conversion from Inertial Coordinates to Conventional Set 
The following equatiofts, as given by Toy and Martinson (2l), 
convert the geocentric inertial coordinates and velocity into the 
conventional set, that is 
CXy % ^  y,i) Ù, co^ . 
,5' - V-)/' V 2 
^ - CT^ ' 
(J — . •> 
= A'A' // V-
'lo z. 
Mx' ~ yi - 2/ 
/-/y = c x' — y c 
j-j^  - xy -yk 
XL - '6)/^  ' Jdji 
—hi y 
H' ^ 
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^l/J £ r y'l-C'- S/fVj 
/V 
f ^  . /  - V f / v V  
i d '/> cc^  -J 
7~ =r A 
— lT* SUJ r. 
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APPENDIX II 
Conversion from Conventional Set to Inertial Coordinates 
The following equations, as given by Toy and Martinson (21), 
convert the conventional set into geoGentric inertial coordinates and 
velocity, that is 
:r-; j/, ? ; , 
Mr zrr W -r 
/V = £'- e 5/r/t 
(•. 
clCI -e^) 
/ / c" cast/ 
)( - lycos cuJ -t'û) CÙÔ SL — y iJJ c s w IL 
y - rfcoiL Cuj-nJ) s/^ n. - sw Cuj-rJ) côsi cos Si. 
2 = t SJrJ Ccu-f-J) s/,/ i 
7 
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APPENDIX III 
This Appendix presents the vehicle data used in the illustrative 
examples. These data were prograrmed for computer simulation, in accor­
dance with a flow chart which is quite long and involved. However, the 
accompanying simplified flow chart is representative and will serve as 
a basis for outlining the computing procedure. 
The vehicle data which follow do not correspond directly to any 
actual booster. The data were generated by the author fro% his experi­
ence in industry with various booster simulations and publications. The 
data were selected to follow closely the characteristics of actual 
vehicles of the small, liquid fueled booster class. It should be noted 
here that the data for actual vehicles are classified and could not be 
used. 
The thrust-time curves can be seen in Figure 15. The specific 
impulse was assumed as 28o seconds for all three stages and nozzle 
deflection limits of degrees were imposed": ' 
The aerodynamic coefficients and center of pressure location for the $ 
first stage can be seen in Figure l4. The same information for the second 
and third stages is given in Figure Ip. 
Table 4 lists the moments of inertia and center of mass as a function 
of the total vehicle weight. 
The simplified flow chart of the program is presented in Figure l6. 
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Table 4. Configuration data 
Total weight 
pounds 
W 
Moments of 
slug-ft 
I 
G 
inertia 
2 
I and I,. 
n C 
Center of mass 
inches 
100,000 11,000 515,000 55) 
76,456 8,210 381,000 548 
64,77; 7,670 342,000 532 
22,226 6,590 280,000 510 
41,630 4,670 237,000 476 
;6,500 2,680 142,000 416 
54,400 1,780 31,000 369 
20,914 1,650 29,200 564 
20,418 1,570 28,100 562 
17,156 1,380 25,200 553 
16,629 1,090 20,300 335 
15,121 687 12,700 307 
6,143 400 3,820 265 
5,984 390 3,710 264 
5,113 340 3,290 257 
4,177 280 2,850 248 
5,241 228 2,460 238 
2,306 165 2,100 224 
0 0 0 c 
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The sijuulatioii begins with the reading of the initial data. These in­
clude the vehicle data and the launch site and target information. 
SYSTEM initializes the variables for the numerical integrator, STEP. 
PKOPUL uses data from the thrust-time curves of Figuz-e 1$ and 
calculates the thrust given the time. Linear equations are used to 
approximate each segment of the thrust-time curves. 
CONFIG is a table look-up procedure by means of which the in-
staiitauûûus momenta of iuortia and osntor of macs location are calculated 
from the configuration, total weight, and relative weight distribution 
of the elements of the vehicle. These data are contained in Table k. 
AERO calculates the aerodynamic forces and moments given the Mach 
number and total angle of attack. See pages 19-25• 
TARGET calculates the velocity-to-go as described on pages $0-34. 
AUTO calculates the nozzle deflection angles, subject to the +6 
degrees constraints, required to steer the vehicle according to the 
commands. The automatic gain control autopilot described on pages 25-29 
is included in AUTO. 
• From the preceding and the equations of motion the required deriva­
tives can be evaluated. Once the derivatives are available the computer 
proceeds to STEP which is the integrator and an integration step is 
taken to obtain updated values of the variables. After the integration 
a time check is made to see if it is time to print or stage. If it is 
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not time to print or stage ; the program returns to PROPUL and follov/c 
tlirough another integration step. If it is time to stage, new data for 
the next stage are read in and the program returns to PROPUL and follows 
fnrough another integration step. 
If it is time to print, a check is made on the velocity-to-go. If 
the velocity-to-go is below the allowable tolerance, for the examples 
given here 10 feet per second, the engine shuts do^ «i, the orbit is 
calculated ay KSrLES 6,3 ûutliuâd 111 Appsudix I 5.n.d thsn printed. Thus 
the orbit has been attained and the siiaulation ends. 
If the velocity-to-go is larger than is allowed by the tolerance 
limits, the vehicle data and flight information are printed and another 
time check is performed. Then, if the vehicle is out of fuel the program 
stops. If it"is not the program returns to PROPUL and follows through 
another integration step. 
